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Chapter One

Divine Suffering In Early Church History

Rather than offer a systematic review of the history of the doctrine 
of divine impassibility, chapter one will give brief attention to the 
historical background for the passibility-impassibility debate. I 
will select a few examples of theological perspectives in the course 
of Christian history prior to the time of Martin Luther.1

The word "impassibility" means incapable of experiencing 
pain or emotion; the word "passibility" means capable of experi
encing pain or suffering. Christianity's embrace of impassibility 
stemmed from two Greek metaphysical concepts: apathy (apatheia) 
and sufficiency (Autarkeia).2 Russell explains:

Apathy means insensibility to passion or feeling. For Aristotle, immate
riality and pure reason (nous) characterize God's nature; moreover, an 
immaterial God of pure reason experiences neither passion nor feeling. 
God's experiencing passion would imply being acted upon from with
out. For these reasons, Aristotle attributes apathy to God’s nature. So 
divine apathy undergirds the Christian rejection of external passibility 
within God's nature.'1

Divine sufficiency also supports the Greek conviction that no external 
being affects or moves God. Aristotle's self-sufficient God lacks nothing 
and desires nothing. Satisfying conditions of insufficiency requires that 
some being affect or move the individual who experiences deficiency. 
But a completely actual God like Aristotle's has no potential for change. 
Consequently, Aristotle exempts his self-sufficient God from movement, 
and he thus describes God’s nature as immutable.’1
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Hence there existed an antinomy, as Moltmann points out, 
between the Greek idea of God's apatheia and Christ's pathos on the 
cross: "The platonic axiom of the essential apatheia of God sets up 
an intellectual barrier against the recognition of the suffering of 
Christ, for a God who is subject to suffering like all other beings 
cannot be God."5

It was mainly the influence of Greek metaphysics that prompt
ed the early Christians to adopt the position of divine impassibili
ty.6 Greek philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Parmenides and 
the Stoics developed an understanding of God as the Absolute 
monad, self-sufficient, immutable, impassible and static.7 These 
philosophical categories, which continue through the patristic and 
medieval periods, have been adopted by Christian theologians to 
describe God, usually leading to a distortion of God's nature as 
biblically revealed. More specifically, the idea of divine impassi
bility, which held its grip on what may or may not be said of the 
Christian God, was, as Bauckham notes,

a Greek philosophical inheritance in early Christian theology. The great 
hellenistic Jewish theologian Philo had already prepared the way for 
this by making apatheia a prominent figure of his understanding of the 
God of Israel, and virtually all the Christian Fathers took it for granted, 
viewing with suspicion any theological tendency which might threaten 
the essential impassibility of the divine nature.8

I shall survey historically the theopaschite attempt to reconcile 
the suffering of the passible Son with the impassible nature of God.

Although early theologians such as Ignatius and Irenaeus 
occasionally link Christ's passion with God's passion, they deny 
suffering as a legitimate divine attribute.9 They subscribe to the 
paradoxical assertion that God could not suffer except in Christ. 
God is impassible, yet in Christ He suffers. Commenting on Christ 
in his Letter to the Romans (6:3), Ignatius says, "Let me imitate the 
Passion of my God"; but in his Letter to Polycarp (3:2), he depicts 
God as "above time, the Timeless, the Unseen, the One who 
became visible for our sakes, who was beyond touch and passion, 
yet for our sakes became subject to suffering, and endured every
thing for us."10 Furthermore in his Letter to the Ephesians (7:2), he 
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says: "There is only one physician—of flesh yet spiritual, bom yet 
unbegotten, God incarnate, genuine life in the midst of death, 
sprung from Mary as well as God, first subject to suffering then 
beyond it—Jesus Christ our Lord."11 The same is true with 
Irenaeus, who describes Christ as impassible yet capable of suffer
ing in the incarnate state. In his Against Heresies III, 16.6., he writes 
of Christ who "took up man into Himself, the invisible becoming 
visible, the incomprehensible being made comprehensible, the 
impassible becoming capable of suffering, and the Word being 
made man, thus summing up all things in Himself."12 For both 
thinkers, having adhered to the Greek philosophical idea that emo
tions are not fitting for deity, suffering finds no eternal grounding 
in the divine nature. No attempt is made to explain the paradox 
created by the idea of divine impassibility, this idea which occurs 
nowhere in the New Testament but is introduced into the doctrine 
of the Incarnation.13

An attempt to break through the Greek axiom of divine impas
sibility was made by the Patripassianism of the second century, 
with Noetus and Praxeas as its key representatives.14 
Patripassianism erred in its failure to maintain a distinction 
between the Father and the Son. Noetus believed that "Christ was 
the Father in person (who) had been born and had suffered and 
died."15 Tertullian wrote of Praxeas who believed that "the Father 
Himself descended into the virgin, that He likewise was born of 
her, and He Himself suffered, even that He Himself in Jesus 
Christ."16 As such, God, the Father, was viewed as the subject of 
the earthly sufferings of Jesus.17

Tertullian's conflict with Patripassian Monarchianism in the 
third century helped crystallize the impassibility position. 
Praxeas, for one, taught that the divine person in Christ was the 
Father, and that while the flesh suffered, the Father suffered in 
sympathy (compassto) with the suffering of the flesh. Tertullian, by 
contrast, refused to grant any distinction between suffering (passio) 
and sympathy (compassio), thereby accusing Praxeas of "crucifying 
the Father" and "putting the Paraclete to flight."18 Tertullian 
argued, "The Father did not suffer with the Son. ... If the Father is 
impassible, then he cannot suffer with another; if He can suffer 
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with another, then He is passible.... But the Father is as unable to 
suffer with another as the Son is unable to suffer in virtue of His 
divinity."19 Tertullian, then was the first to assert the impassibili
ty of the divine nature in Christ, accentuating "the stoic exaltation" 
of apatheia.20

The Alexandrian theologians such as Clement and Origen 
were more explicit in their denial of the passibility of the divine in 
Christ. Clement says that Christ was "entirely incapable of suffer
ing and inaccessible to any emotion, whether of pleasure or 
pain."21 Origen, in an early stage, explicitly affirmed divine suf
fering in his homily on Ezekiel 6:6. The savior, Origen says, 
"descended to earth in pity for the human race, He suffered our 
sufferings before He suffered the cross and thought it right to take 
upon Him our flesh. For if He had not suffered, He would not 
have come to take part in human life. First did He suffer, then He 
descended and was seen. What is that passion which He suffered 
for us? Love is passion."22 This idea, however, did not play much 
part in Origen's developed theology. In his homily on Numbers 
23.2, he resorted to the use of allegorical exegesis to dismiss divine 
passibility. Origen's theology of the divine apatheia is obvious in 
the following passage:

All those passages in scripture in which God is said to lament, rejoice, 
hate or be happy are written figuratively and in a human way. It is 
entirely foreign to the divine nature to have passions or the feelings of 
mutability, since it endures in unchanged and uninterrupted happi
ness.2^

According to Mozley, Gregory of Thaumaturgus, one of the 
Alexandrian theologians, composed the only treatise on divine 
impassibility before the nineteenth century.24 The basic argument 
of Gregory was, as McWilliams puts it, "God cannot experience a 
conflict between his will and his nature because of the unity of his 
character."25 Hallman further clarifies that "only in us can nature 
and will be contrary. God's will is always joined to God's essence, 
even if God submits to suffering when God is by nature impassi
ble."25

The impassibility doctrine conquered, and was considered as 
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axiomatic in the early Christian history. In the Arian controversy 
of the fourth century, for instance, both Arius and Athanasius 
asserted that it is the human in Christ which suffers. Athanasius 
retains the Greek idea of divine impassibility: "In nature the Word 
Himself is impassible, and yet because of the flesh which He put 
on, these (i.e. all the wants and sufferings which belong to the 
flesh), are ascribed to Him, since they are proper to the flesh, and 
the body itself is proper to the Saviour."27 The paradox of God is 
discernible in Athanasius' assertion of the communicatio idiomatum 
through which things pertain to the flesh are ascribed to the 
divine: the impassible One suffers in Christ.28 The impassible 
Logos assumed the passible humanity in order to redeem it. (God 
became human so that humans may partake of God^'Because the 
impassible Word was in the passible body of Jesus, it destroyed the 
body's weaknesses in order to do away with them in us and to 
'invest us with what was his,' that is, immortality."29 Here 
Athanasius was in full accord with the Alexandrine claim that 
"What Christ did not assume, he could not redeem." Athanasius 
wrote: "He took the flesh and became man and in that flesh He suf
fers for us." He further wrote that "in that flesh,"

He carries our infirmities, and He Himself bears our sins that it might be 
shown that He has become man for us.... And henceforth men no longer 
remain sinners and dead according to their proper affections, but hav
ing risen according to the Word's power, they abide ever immortal and 
incorruptible.30

Like Athanasius, Gregory of Nazianzus accentuated the sub
stantial unity of the divine Logos and fleshly body in Christ. 
Gregory, even though constrained by Alexandrian Christology to 
ascribe the sufferings of Jesus to the Logos, can do so only by a 
paradox that "by the sufferings of Him who could not suffer, we 
were taken up and saved."31 Gregory further elaborated on the 
redemptive suffering of Jesus Christ:

... God, who for us was made man and became poor, to raise our flesh... 
that we might all be made one in Christ... that we might... bear in our
selves the stamp of God, by whom and for whom we were made...32
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Gregory's antithesis between "passible in His flesh, (and) impassi
ble in His Godhead" is a result of the union of the two natures in 
one Person. This antithesis left the relation between the divine 
and human natures in Jesus Christ unattended, eventually leading 
to the Christological debate between Nestorius and Cyril. This 
debate subsequently was "settled" by Leo's Tome and the 
Chalcedonian formula (A.D. 451), and it ultimately ended with the 
Monophysite and Theopaschite expressions of the fifth and sixth 
centuries.33

Nestorius, unlike Gregory of Nazianzus' emphasis on Mary as 
the Theotokos (God-bearer), insisted upon Mary the mother of Jesus 
as Christotokos (Christ-bearer).34 Nestorius' argument is not that 
Mary only bore the human nature, but that she bore the one per
son of Jesus Christ who is constituted by two natures and two 
hypostases. He rejected Theotokos because this title tended to an 
understanding of God who experiences suffering in the suffering 
of Jesus Christ. Nestorius' strength lay in his emphasis on the full 
humanity of Jesus Christ, accentuating the Antiochene tradition. 
His weakness lay in his disdain for the "hypostatic union", the 
concept which he felt eliminated the distinctiveness of the two 
natures. Thus he preferred the term "conjunction" to the term 
"union."35 The result was that Nestorius could not conceive of the 
divine nature being involved in the suffering of Jesus of 
Nazareth 36 As such the two natures of Christ cannot be regarded 
as an ontological union but merely a moral union,37 and thus he 
was condemned as a heretic at the Council of Ephesus (A.D. 431).

On the other hand, Cyril of Alexandria repudiated Nestorius' 
use of Christotokos, which conceived the indwelling of the Logos as 
a mere accident.38 In company with Nazianzus, Cyril affirmed the 
title for Mary as Theotokos, insisting that the two natures be sub
stantially united in the person of Christ. Cyril asserted, "God the 
Logos did not come into a man, but He 'truly' became man, while 
remaining God."39 Cyril affirmed in his The Epistle of Cyril to 
Nestorius with the XII Anathematisms that the differences between 
the two natures of Christ are not abolished by the union, yet in that 
union they constitute a single hypostasis. Cyril wrote: "Confessing 
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the Word to be made one with the flesh according to the sub
stance... we do not divide the God from the man, nor separate Him 
into parts... but we know only one Christ."40 Though Cyril was 
able to maintain the substantial union of the two distinct natures, 
he, like Nazianzus, failed to understand the relation of the two 
natures in the one being of Christ. Both Nestorius and Cyril affirm 
the impassible nature of God and the passible nature of the flesh.41 
In Cyril's response to Nestorius’ "anathema," he asserted:

...although according to His own nature Jesus was not subject to suffer
ing, yet He suffered for us in the flesh. ..., and although impassible, in 
His crucified body He made His own the sufferings of His own flesh;
and by the grace of God He tasted death for all.42

Like Cyril, Leo affirmed the Word of God who suffered in the flesh 
but refused to include suffering in the impassible God. Leo wrote:

Thus the properties of each nature and substance were preserved entire
ly, and came together to form one person. Humility was assumed by 
majesty, weakness by strength, mortality by eternity; and to pay the debt 
that we had incurred, an inviolable nature was united to a nature that 
can suffer. ... The man Jesus Christ... was able to die in respect of the 
one, unable to die in respect of the other.40

Nevertheless the relationship of the divine nature to the human 
nature in the one person of Jesus Christ remained an open ques
tion, even after Chalcedon.

The Monophysites and the Theopaschites emerged after 
Chalcedon. The Monophysites rejected the Chalcedonian empha
sis on two distinct natures, fearing that it tended toward the moral 
union of Nestorianism.44 They instead argued forcefully that Jesus 
had only one nature (physis) after the Incarnation: "His humanity 
was absorbed into the divine like a drop of vinegar into the 
ocean."45 The outcome of such an assertion was the affirmation of 
divine passibility, and hence the Theopaschite movement was 
born out of the Monophysite emphasis on the one person of Jesus 
Christ. Here the Monophysite position led to controversy over the 
dogma of the Trinity.46 The Theopaschites provided the
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Monophysites with their distinctive formula: "unus de trinitate 
came passus est."47 McGuckin explains:

Even after the mystery of the Incarnation the Trinity continues to abide 
because the same God the Word, even with His own flesh, is one of the 
Trinity. And this is not because His flesh is of the substance of the 
Trinity but because it is the flesh of God the Word who is one of the 
Trinity.48

In this formula: "One of the Trinity suffered in the flesh," Leontius 
clearly draws a distinction between hypostasis and nature. He 
holds that while God the Word suffers in His human nature, He 
remains impassible in His divine nature. From the time of the 
Incarnation, the human nature becomes essentially Christ's. The 
flesh of Christ is the flesh of the Logos, the Son of God. His flesh 
is life-giving because it is the very own flesh of the Word that gives 
life to all things. All that is Christ's belong essentially to the Logos. 
His crucifixion is the death of the Logos in the flesh. Because the 
Word and the flesh are constituted as one hypostasis or particular 
reality, the Word suffers hypostatically. In his twelfth anathema 
against Nestorius, Cyril wrote:

If anyone does not confess that the Word of God suffered in the flesh, 
and was crucified in the flesh, and tasted death in the flesh, and became 
first-born from the dead, and so as God is life and the one who makes 
alive, let him be anathema.4^

Divine passibility was explicitly rejected during the Theopaschite 
controversy of the sixth century. The repudiation of the 
Theopaschite position, as Pelikan notes, occurred precisely 
because the impassibility of God was a basic presupposition of all 
Christological doctrine.50

The impassibility tradition had been upheld by Hilary of 
Poitiers, Augustine and later by the scholastic theologians, none of 
whom were able to break away from the language and conception 
of immutability derived from philosophical and Christian tradi
tions. Hilary argues for the unchangeability and impassibility of 
the Logos: "For (Christ) was able to suffer, and yet the Word was 
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not passible. Passibility denotes a nature that is weak; but suffer
ing in itself is the endurance of pains inflicted, and since the 
Godhead is immutable and yet the Word was made flesh, such 
pains found in Him a material which they could affect though the 
person of the Word had no infirmity or passibility. And so when 
he suffered his nature remained immutable, because like his 
Father, his person is of an impassible essence."51 Augustine saw 
passio as "a commotion of the mind contrary to reason" and there
fore unfit for God.52 In Augustine's thought, anthropopathic lan
guage was incorporated into the Bible so as to accommodate to the 
human language and understanding. For instance, when the Bible 
speaks of divine emotions, Augustine in summary fashion 
explains them by placing them not in God's nature but in our per
ception:

God's repentance is not because of error; his anger has no ardor of a per
turbed mind; his mercy does not have the compassionate misery sug
gested by the Latin term; the jealousy of God has no spite of mind. But 
the repentance of God refers to things ruled by his power which change 
expectedly for us; the anger of God is the punishment of sin; the mercy 
of God is providence, which does not allow those which it has subdued 
to love with impunity what it prohibits 53

Augustine's influence was so strong that he provided the Western 
Christianity with the framework within which the discussion of 
the question of divine immutability and impassibility is held. 
Ever since Augustine, the paradox of a loving and an impassible 
God abided. Anselm, for one, in order to preserve the Aristotelian 
idea of divine impassivity, had to deny any real feelings of love 
and compassion in God Himself, maintaining that although we 
experienced God as compassionate, there was really no compas
sion in God Himself.54 Anselm asked:

But how art thou compassionate, and at the same time passionless? For 
if thou art passionless, thou dost not feel sympathy; and if thou dost not 
feel sympathy, thy heart is not wretched from sympathy with the 
wretched; but this it is to be compassionate. But if thou art not com
passionate, whence cometh so great consolation to the wretched?55
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Anselm's solution to the paradox of a compassionate and an 
impassible God is to assert that

... thou art compassionate in terms of our experience, but not compas
sionate in terms of thy being.

... Truly, thou art so in terms of our experience, but thou art not so in 
terms of thine own. For when thou beholdest us in our wretchedness, 
we experience the feeling of compassion, but thou dost not experience 
the feeling. Therefore, thou art both compassionate, because thou dost 
save the wretched, and spare those who sin against thee; and not com
passionate, because thou art affected by no sympathy for wretched
ness.^

Similarly, Thomas Aquinas upheld the impassibility tradition. 
Mozley writes of Aquinas: "The notion of a Deus passibilis is 
incompatible with the definition of a primary being who must be 
'pure action without admixture of any potentiality, because poten
tiality itself is later action. Now everything which in any way is 
changed is in some way in a state of potentiality, whence it is obvi
ous that God cannot in any way be changed'."57 God is actus purus, 
and thus "(t)he passive potentia is wholly absent from Him, for pas- 
sio is to be attributed to something only in respect of its deficien
cies and imperfections," and cannot exist in God.58 Aquinas bap
tizes impassibility into Christian theology by appealing to how 
Aristotle understands passion and God's nature.59 John Russell 
writes:

As Actus purus, however, God's nature involves no potentiality and 
hence, no change. But passibility entails change. Therefore Thomas, 
like Aristotle, ascribes impassibility to his immutable God. He under
scores that properties like deficiency, being acted upon from without, 
and imperfection characterize the nature of passive beings (cf. Summa 
Theologica 1.25.1). Contrastingly, God's acting upon other beings per
tains to the actus purus nature of God. Accordingly, the idea of Deus pas
sibilis contradicts Thomas' idea of a self-sufficient, purely actual, and 
unchanging God.60

Theologians of the Reformation, except in the case of Luther, 
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the Socinians and of certain elements among some Anabaptists, 
did not bring about any breach with the ancient and medieval the
ologies in respect to the impassibility issue.61 The reformer John 
Calvin, for one, obviously assumed the impassibility of God, for he 
said: "Surely God does not have blood, does not suffer, cannot be 
touched with hands."62 "By a very customary figure of speech," 
Mozley writes of Calvin, "(God) assumes and applies to Himself 
human passions."63 The only reformer, who was receptive to the 
doctrine of deus passibilis, according to Mozley, was Martin 
Luther.64 For Mozley, the communication of properties in Luther's 
exposition occurs not between the nature and the person but 
between the two natures. "The distinction which Cyril in his 
Epistola Dogmatica draws between the proper nature of the Word 
and the body which the Word had made His own vanishes in 
Luther's exposition."65 Luther's doctrine of communicatio idioma- 
tum provided the most complete reciprocity between the divine 
and human natures and the mutual sharing of attributes.66 If 
Christ suffered, God also suffered. It will be seen that for Luther 
the communication occurs not only from the human nature to the 
person but also in between the natures themselves. And so the 
suffering of Christ is predicated both of the Person of Christ and 
the divine nature. God suffered and died by virtue of hypostatic 
union via the communicatio idiomatum. More especially, Luther was 
highly critical of the understanding that the death of the Crucified 
One was treated as an event which affected only the "true man" 
but not "the true God." Simply put, Luther did not define the per
son of Christ by a prior doctrine of God, namely, the Greek idea of 
divine apatheia. The suffering of Jesus as God's own suffering, for 
Luther, lies in the unity of the personal identity—Jesus, the God
man in toto.67

To conclude this chapter, I have provided a survey of theopas- 
chite expressions in early church history in order to furnish the his
torical and theological context for the present task 68 Chapter two 
will analyze Luther's theologia crucis, which is for him a theology of 
revelation centered on the incarnate and crucified Christ, not on 
any a priori doctrine of God.
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